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Most readers of Cm-rent Cbntents e
(~) are members of the academic world,
where undisguised self-promotion is barely tol-
emted. Presumably, good work speaks for it-
self. But in the commercial world a certain
amount of unabashed pride is ncceasmy if a
product is to be successfully marketed.

The Information Industry Association
(11A) is a trade organization whose members,
including 1S1~ produce an incredible variety of
information products and services. Each year
11A selects an “Information Product of the
Year”. ‘Ilk year the Awards Committee se-
lected seven finalists from about thirty nomi-
nees. At a meeting in New York on March 5,
1975, the producers of the seven finalists were
required to make a presentation on behalf of
their nominated products, taking into account
the viewpoints of key users.

1S1’s Social Sciences Citation Index~ti
(SSCF~ was one of the seven finafiats this year.
We had the onerous challenge of justifying its
nomination before a jury of our commercial
peers. I am pcraonafly very proud of the SSCI,
and am generally more than wilhng to talk
about any [S1 product without having my arm
twisted. But in thk case 1 found it a task bext
performed by someone else.

Several of us worked on the description
of the SSCI that follows, including Steve Aar-
onson, who is largely responsible for the 1S1
Press Digest’? Steve suggested that we let the
SSC1 tatk about itself, so to speak, in an inter-
view with a key user. And so we arranged a
telephone conference with Professor Robert K.
Merton of Columbia University. Professor
Merton reminded us of some of the obvious,
and some of the less obvious virtues of the
SSCI. Presentation of the draft that resulted
was entrusted to the oratorical skill of Melvin
Weinstock, ISI’s director of product planning
and market research.

It has been some time since I last told you
anything about the SSCI.’ CC readers who
have no direct interest in the social sciences and
their literature may be interested to learn that
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their social sciences coflcagues have bear much
readier than ‘hard’ scientists to appreciate the
values of an interdkciplinary citation
index—much readier, for example, than the
average chemist or physicist. Perhaps social
scientists have simply had more reason to ac-
cept bibliographical innovation, in general, the
literature of the ‘hard’ sciences has over the
years bear better organixed. In recent yeara
efforts to improve that organization even fur-
ther have been so lavishly funded that ‘hard’
scientists have been well-nigh deluged with
different information systems and approached
to information management. Most of them
must now find it ditlhdt to work up any
interest in the latest enterpreneurial--or
government-sponsored— information scheme
or gimmick. Whatever the reason for the social
scientists’ attitude, I hope that it will prompt
many ‘hard’ scientists to reexamine their think-
ing about the potential of citation
indexing---especiafly in view of the bibliometric
and sociometric applications in which the anal-
ysis of citation data plays a centml role.1’”4 As
Newell predicted long ago,’ there is little that
you or I can do about the reality of this use of
citation indexes and citation data, or about the
demonstrated validity of that use in competent
hands, At the least, it behooves us afl to be
familiar with the advantages and pitfalls of
citation analysis, lest it unexpectedly surprise
us in evaluation of the impact of our own work.

Librarians who like to consult book re.
views may wish to refer to a thoughtful review
of the SSCI in a recent issue of the American
Library Association’s Bookfist.4 A bad review
in Bookfist can be the kiss of death. But the
SSC1 still awaits a group appraisal of the type
attempted by Steinbach in the case of the Sci-
ence Citation Index @(SC~ when it first ap-
peared in 1964.’

Let us acknowledge that much of the
work of any awards committee, especially in its
final phases, becomes highly subjective, That is
an inescapable and acceptable fact. Actually, it
would seem to me an impossible task to
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decide-at lesst at this time-whether the
SSCZhas made a more significantcontribution
to science, scholarship, and society than, say,
the Index to (Xrrent Urban Wuments
(Greenwood Press), another of the tinslists.
Whatever the outcome of thejudges’ tkud
round, it was a gratifying experkrw to blow
our own horn, on requea~ an experience that

even the most disciplined academic might en-
joy once in a whiie. Wkhout Mr. Weinstock’s
charismaticpcs-so% what follows may not be a
remarkabledescriptionof the SSC1,but I think
(i that unabashed pride I’ve mentioned) that
you’11find it a useful enough description of a
remarkableproduct.

The Social Sciences Citation Index,
More Than a Tool

Since its introduction in 1973, the
Social Sciences Citation /ndex~(SSCPj
of the Institute for Scientific Information
has been greeted with widespread en-
thusiasm by researchers and librarians
throughout the world. Tha SSC/ can al-
ready be found in more than five hundred
libraries in more than thirty-five different
countrias. Among the SSIXs typical
users are the British Museum, the Lenin
State Library in Moscow, the University
of Hong Kong, Tal Aviv University, Cam-
bridge University, tha Rand Corporation,
the Harvard Science Center, the Stan-
ford Research Institute, the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology, and Colum-
bia, Yale, and Princeton Universities.

We believe that the reason for the
SSCfs overwhelming commercial suc-
cess in its first two years is a simpla one:
the SSC/ is unique, it is one of a kind.

It is unique from a number of view-
points tha rapid and gratifying rasponsa
of uers; tha extent and quality of its
covarage; its timeliness; its innovative
forma~ the flexibility of searching ap-
proaches it offers. Perhaps one can best
sum up its uniqueness by emphasizing
that it is the first and only multidisciplb
nary citation index for the social
sciences.

The SSC/ covers all the social
sciencas-including anthropology, busi-
ness, communications, criminology, edu-
cation, geography, history, information
and library sciencas, law, Iinguiatics, phi-
losophy, sociology, and many other disci-
plines that formerly could be ap-
proached only through a multiplicity of
separata subject indexes. In the SSC/ all
these subject areas are, for the first time,

linked together. This fact is of anormous
importance, both for ongoing research in
the social sciances and for tha study of
their development as sciences.

Not only doas the SSCI link the so-
cial disciplines themselves, but it also
links them to the so-called natural sci-
ences. Tha SSCI covers more than 1000
journals, covar-to-cover. In addition, how-
ever, another 1250 journals-from
among those covared by tha Science Ci-
tation Index @ (SCt@)--are routinely
scanned for articles that cite social sci-
ences material. ‘Hard” science journals
frequently cite social sciences journals,
and vice versa. Itis by no maans a rare
phenomenon. One common example is
the use of radiocarbon and other analyti-
cal methods in archaeological dating,
something familiar to most educated lay-
men. But there are hundreds more. Con-
sider the usa of mathematics and statis-
tics in virtually evary social science. Or
consider something as specific as the
contribution of naural physiology and
feedback theory to tha study of percep
tual and motor skills. The specialist, of
coursa, is aware of such relationships,
and thair ties in the Iitarature, but the
non-specialist and particularly the stu-
dent probably is not. Till now neither has
had any tool that could, as tha SSC/ will,
clarify such relationships through their
citation Iinkagas. The social sciences d-
penal upon multidisciplinary information.
Thay draw on each othar, on the ‘hard-
sciencas, and also upon tha humanities,
for tools, analytical methods, and thair
organization and interpretation of data
on social and behavioral phenomena.a”e
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